
 



 

n Alumni-Student interaction, named Safar-LDCE@75 , was organized on 21 

June, 2022 to commemorate the rich legacy of L D College of Engineering, 

Ahmedabad as the institute entered into the 75 th year of producing competent 

engineers and responsible citizens. The event at Mechanical Department was 

presided over by LDCE Mechanical Alumni Mr Atik Desai, Vice President L &T, Mr 

Jayesh Parikh, Chairman Chem Process system Pvt ltd., Mr Jayesh Khamar, C etified 

Lead Auditor for ISO, and Mr I B Parmar, Ex CEO GITCO.  

 

 

The event was inaugurated by DR R K Gajjar, Principal LDCE, Dr V B Patel, HOD 

Mechanical Engineering Department and distinguished alumni by lighting of Lamp 

and welcome speech by Dr P R Rathod, Associate Professor Mechanical Engineering 

Department. 

Mr I B Parmar motivated the students through his experiences and outlined the true 

meaning of success that students should strive for. He emphasized that true success 

is achievable if one can acquire skills, Health, family bonding and satisfaction. Mr 

Jayesh Parikh and Mr Jayesh Khamar reminisced about their college days and 

shared key strategies to build up a great career even with limited resources at 

disposal. Their success stories clubbed with s truggle and fun in equal part enthused 

the audience greatly.  
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Mr Atik Desai started the session with the phrase “There is no short cut to success” 

and his competence, dedication and continuous efforts at achieving excellence 

justified his point completely . He shared his Journey from college life to reaching 

great heights at L&T with the students and expressed the desire to see future 

engineers from LDCE Mechanical Department succeed at highest level.  

 

  

Ms Shivanee Maurya, and Mr Rakesh Mahato who secured  first and second rank 

respectively in BE Mechanical Engineering Batch (2018 -22) were facilitated by Mr C 

G Pandya (Retd. Wing Commander), LDCE Mechanical Alumnus.  

The event was concluded by Prof  M M Makvana with vote of thanks.  


